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LOWER CAMP 

YOUNGEST CAMPER IN TRYWOODIE 

Jesse Stewart, the son of Martha Stewart, is  
Trywoodie's youngest camper. He is four years old 
and is in Lower Lower Camp. He spends his time 
jogging, swimming and being an all-around jock. His 
favorite sport is "the sport when you get something 
before canteen." 

He jogs every day and plans to get his shirt 
decorated. He says, "It helps because I'm getting in 
shape." His first year in Trywoodie has proved to be 
very enjoyable for him. 

C. Felde and J.  Nydick 

A STORY ABOUT A LOST TOOTH 

On July fourth at the cookout I sat on a 
rock next to Shelley. I told her that I was 
homesick, and I had a loose tooth. I was 
afraid my tooth would fall out and I 
wouldn't get anything from the tooth fairy. 
I said I was going to keep it in my mouth all 
summer. Then Shelley said, "that tooth will 
definitely be out by the end of the week. I 
bet you a daisy chain it will be gone by 
Saturday." 

The tooth fairy was on my side. She wrote 
me a letter that said, "It's worth the pain. . . 
to get a daisy chain." So I kept my tooth by 
holding it in when I went to eat. And on July 
loth, after I won the bet, I just pulled it out. 
Now I'm toothless, but I'm not homesick 
any more. 

Andrea Jones 

Bunk 8, July 1977 

Row 1: Johanna Flacks, Nina Collins, Elissa Brown, Nina 
Lopez, Gillian Beck. 

Row 2: jordi Hertz, Andrea Jones, Elizabeth Gordon, 
Jennifer Rudy, Justine Litchman. 

Row 3: Erin Blum, Nicole Parcher, Natalie Harris, Amanda 
Smith, Sharon Kass, Daisy Pommer. 

Staff: Abby Nagel, Nancy Frane, Pat West, Elizabeth 
Dowey. 

Bunk 8, August 1977 

Row 1: Nina Lopez, Andrea Jones, Johanna Flacks, Nicole 
Corre, Nina Collins, Elissa Brown. 

Row 2: Pat West, Jeanmarie Theobalds, Abby Nagel, Nica 
Mamlet, Gillian Beck, Regina Reynolds, Zerina 
Serulle, Suzanne Fromm. 

Row 3: Jennifer Cook, Amanda Smith, Cabrielle Shapiro, 
Nancy Frane. 



LOWER CAMP MASTERS AT 
FROG HUNTING 

Beckett Rosset, Adrian Picheny and Evan 
Templeton, all experienced frog hunters, 
get Bunk Seven involved in the hunt. Most 
of their nature period is spent at "Frogs 
Cove" situated at the end of the lake near 
the playhouse. They recently discovered 
that the stream behind Cat's Cradle was a 
better hunting ground. 

Beckett has caught 19 frogs so far in the 
month of July. Being the most experienced 
of the bunch, he gives me a few tips. 

"It requires a team to catch frogs," he 
tells me. "Frogs hang out in wet, muddy 
areas, because there are usually thousands 
of flies around." His highest goal as a Try- 
woodie frog hunter is  to capture Terranius, 
the largest frog seen by the waterfront. 

Lower campers go frog hunting because 
they find that stepping in slimy mud and 
holding a squiggly, slippery, green amphib- 
ian is  fun. 

Editor's Note :  T h e  author of the above 
article, despite his advanced age and dis. 
tinguished position as a counselor in Bunk  
7,  was swept away b y  enthusiasm for the 
sport and captured his first specimen i n  his 

favorite hat. 

Bunk 7, July 1977 

Row 1: Kenny Ackennan, Beckett Rosset, Paul Markens, 
Robert Larson, Matt Richter. 

Row 2: Josh Reiter, Daniel Garrick, Michael Centor, M ike  FROG OLYMPICS 
Miller, Glen Crarner, Evan Templeton, Anthony 
White. The chart below represents the official 

Row 3: Noel Nin, Lance Doughty, Adrian Picheny. standings of the competitors, recorded by 
(Not pictured: David Hodges) Steve Castle in the field. 

Bunk 7, August 1977 

O n  the inner tube, clockwise from 8oYclock: Danny Roelofs, 
Beckett Rosset, Mike Miller, Evan Templeton, Scott Dernelis, 
Michael Centor, Adrian Picheny. Staff: Lance Doughty, 
David Hodges. (Noel Nin Pictured at left) 
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CARVEL LICKING GOOD 

OUR TRIP TO THE RADIO STATION 

Bunk 8 lower camp girls went on a trip to a radio 
station. There were a lot of offices and two stations, 
on on F.M. and one on A.M. First we visited the F.M. 
station, WPDH. We met the man who worked the 
records. From 11:00 to 2:00 the radio would be 
worked by machine. It would play a song, then 
maybe a commercial, then go on to another song. 

Next we went into the A.M. station, WEOK. The 
man who worked there asked us to sing a song. So 
we sang, "As I was walking down the street." Then it 
was time for the weather report and we had to ;ay, 
"Here's Bill!" 

When we left the room we each got a pencil and a 
record. Then we went outside to wait for the van. 

Jennifer Rudy 

I It was fun licking it. It was good - not "good" 

. Finnerty Flynn confronts the mayor of a strange town. 

because it behaves-itself, just good because it-had a 
good taste. 

The man poured vanilla ice cream mix into this big 
machine. You can only see it when it comes to this 
one place in the machine. And then it comes around 
to this place where it comes out as ice cream when 
he pushes the button. 

But there's one thing I hated. I had to share my ice 
cream with a bee, it was flying around and licking my 
ice cream. I didn't do nothing. But the.bee died. He 
got cold and fell on the floor. I stepped on him. Half 
of my ice cream I took off and threw into the 
garbage. The other half I ate. 

Michael Centor 
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I 1 Lower Campers visit Netherwood Stables. 

The Cat 

- 
Paul johannssen shows his dairy farm to the visitors from Bunk 8 ". 



PLAYFARM by Johanna, Gaby, Andi, Jeanmarie & 
Nancy 

The sun was shining early in the morning and all 
the animals were waking up. When they opened 
their eyes, they saw Farmer Brown getting the food 
for them. 

an T have a cup 

Came Back 
They gave her to a man going u p  in a balloon, 
A n d  toLd him to give her  to the man in the moon 

I'm so hungry, I 

BUT. . . 
The cat came back, the very next day! 
The cat came back, they thought she was a goner, 
But the cat came back, she just couldn't stay 
Away, away, away, away. . . 



THE GOOSE CALL 

At town meeting early in July, the middle camp 
roundup call was introduced to everyone. Boris the 
music teacher showed Carol, the middle camp group 
leader, how to blow the Goose call. It sounded so 
much like a goose that (by some coincidence) two 
live geese flew right over town meeting. Carol was a 
success, and from that day on the goose call was used 
to round up the middle campers. 

Deborah Gochfeld 

MIDDLE CAMP 

Hey, hey, what do you say? 
We want another Lazy Day! 

MEMORIES OF TRYWOODIE IN '77 

Arlene's fish story at H.M.S. Pinafore: "Give 
me the biggest, cheapest fish you have," said 
Arlene as she walked into the fish store. 

Bob Wong and Middle Camp c m p l e t ~ d  the 
Cat's Cradle. It was. stained, then painted. 

Sheep had a clean shave at the overlook. R e  fur 
looked like a coat. 

Chuck and Orpheus inflated their cheeks with 
sunflower seeds. 

Chessie had a smelly experience with a skunk. 
Do skunks eller lose? 

Smoking Mosquitoes attacked Camp Try- 
woodie. Whatk a Smoking Mosquito? Ask 
Steve GooduYin. 

Yak Yak Adak. Grand Puba! Keith and Steve 
loved the Au,wst 0Lympic.s. 

Upper Camp :s production brought us interest- 
ing history about Lincoln. 

As  cme week of ~clalking i.11 the woods, Chessie got 
used to tennis balls. 

We had fun at camp! 
Ann Frappollo 

I 

TEACHING THE DUCKS TO SWIM 

The baby ducks were growing very big. Linda said 
they were too big to swim in their tub in the nature 
area. Stevie Levy thought they should take a deep 
water test so if they wanted to go in the lake they 
woudn't drown. 

So Sunshine and Lightning were taken out in a 
rowboat by me and Dan Nydick. We put them on the 
raft. Then I pushed them off into the deep water in 
the diving area. They started swimming but I had to 
coax them to swim over the other raft. Sunshine was 
then picked up in the boat and Lightning swam to 
shore. 

Now Sunshine and Lightning live at the lake. 
Sometimes they recognize me when I see them. 
Especially when I bring them food. 

Leslie Collins 

VERY STUFFED CHEEKS 

One block party, Wilma the nature counselor put 
up a sign saying, "How many sunflower seeds can a 
hamster hold in his cheeks?" 

There were two hamsters, Orpheus and Chuck. 
Neither hamster would stuff any seed in their cheeks 
at the block party; they just ate. We thought this was 
because it was night. We tried it again at town 
meeting and it worked. 

Orpheus got 55 sunflower seeds in her cheek 
pouches, and Chuck got 184. The cheeks were over 
one inch long. 

There were seven winners, and one person, Lance, 
guessed 210, nearest to the number stuffed by 
Chuck. Everybody enjoyed the contest. 

Neil Sutchen 

Galen Felde 
4, -. - - - . . - - - 



Bunk 4, July 1977 

Row 1: Charles Jaffe, Patrick Toussaint, Davide Ruocco, 
Marc shuiman. Peter Tucci, Joey Symons. 

Row 2: Chris McCarthy, Danny Gilbert, Peter Richter, 
Adam Melnick, Tim Perrell, Josh Lebowitz, David 
Johnson. 

Staff: Steve Castle, David Santiago, Kumar Koteecha. 

SMOKING MOSQUITOES 

With Keith Crawford and Steve Goodwin to lead 
us, we jog half a mile every morning. First we 
exercise on the blacktop with 25 to 50 jumping jacks 
and 25 push-ups. And when we finish we do some 
exercises to relax us. 

It is fun trotting around camp; up the road from 
the blacktop to the turn; then behind the lower 
camp bunks; around the ballfield and up the 
Playhouse road; and finally down the trail behind 
the Infirmary and across the hillside to the flagpole. 

Arlene has written a theme song for the Smoking 
Mosquito Club which is the name of our Jogging 
group. (Song tune: The Caissons Go Rolling Along). 
To be a real Mosquito you have to make the jogging 
way on four separate days. 

Sometimes fun, sometimes tiring, Jogging is great 
to get you stronger every day. Since I have been 
jogging I don't have to climb down the rocks behind 
Bunk 3 to get to Cat's Cradle. Now I can run down 
because I'm stronger and able to dig into the dirt 
better as I go down. 

Neil Sutchen 

We. the bullets o j  Bunk Gur, 
which contains members 
OI a l l  ?bee O/yntpic teams, 

%oc(aim t h a j , .  . in in J ' 3  
wit6 t h e  spirit of  he 
Oljrngics, we do n o t  wish 
-to /&ow who won or 6 1 ,  . . 

. , , . . , , ' . i.: '. , 
. . / 

Bunk 4, August 1977 

Left t o  right: David Annexstein, Rodney McKiethen, Paul 
Mascari, Andrew Kiss, Marc Shulman, Charles Jaffe, Joseph 
Symons. 
Counselors: David Santiago, Robert Wong. 
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UPPER CAMP. 

Bunk 9, July 1977 

Row 1: Jeff Guinzberg, David Sornan, Alex Gordon, Mark 
Brownstein, Robbie Lipton. 

Row 2: Matt Bennett, Michael Lurner, Lawrence Gardner, 
Jordan Symons, Mark Distler, Jeff Horn, Tony 
McKiethen, David Olarsch, John Patton, Avrarn 
Gleitsman, Neil Berrnel. 

Staff: Larkin Moore, Ed Glynn, Danny Post. 

. .  . 
because of the rain. So instead we went to the 
Labyrinth, a lot of caves squeezes and rocks. 

There, Ira came up with the idea for the Secret, 
Loyal Order of Cave People. There are three 
initiation tests to pass and special names. 

At Town Meeting the next day four of the 
members made a presentation to the camp, 
explaining the origin of the mysterious group. It was 
a lot of fun for everyone. 

Michael Soman 

Row 1: Tracey Coward, Bonnie Warshaw, Nancy Goler, 
Rachel Wilen. 

Row 2: Galen Felde, Julie Wolpert, Becca Brooks, Michelle 
Allende, Abby Feder (behind the umbrella), Jean 
Echemendia, Marianna Lowenfeld, Julie Schneider, 
Shauna Hoodes, Alyssa Block, Leslie Annexstein, 
Betsy Theobalds, Erica Silverstein, Meryl Ostrowsky 



WHAT'S UP DOC? (an interview with a bunny) 

First we found out that the bunny's name is Powder 
Puff, owned by Robyn Patton. When asked about her 
owner, PP replied, "Looking good!" 

"Do you consider yourself lucky?" we asked. PP 
re~l ied. "Who else has four rabbit feet?" The re- , , 

porter didn't laugh at this one. PP also likes the arts; 
her favorite book is  Watership Down and her favor- 
ite play is Sly Fox. 

Is it true that rabbits love carrots? "Well, we sure 
don't eat chopped liver, do we?" 

"Do albinos have all the fun?" we asked. "Do any 
of these bunnies look like Robert Redford?" she 
answered. A slight sniile spread across the reporters 
lips. It has been nice talking to you, Powder Puff. 

Jonathan Symons 

Trying hard in swim instruction 
Racing at olvmpics 
Yearly to the sloop festival 
Waiting for good meals 
Owning a shop project 
Our monthlv plays 
Dancing at the blacktop 
Indoor rest hour 
En joj*ing every rhing 

" 
? c- 
7- 

--. 
Julie Wolpert 

3 4 '  Kim Templeton 

Bunk 5, August 1977 

Row 1: Robyn Patton, Nancy Spector, bni ly Pereira, Desiree 
Jones, Barbara Kiss, Yasemin Shamarna, Beth 
Guinzberg. 

Row 2: Olga Martinez, Kim Templeton, Valerie Thoner, 
Andrea Melzer, Eve Cagan, Ellen Goldberg, Dacia 
Washington. 

Bunk 9, August 1977 

Campers, left t o  right: Andrew Johnson, Robbie Lipton, 
David Teitelbaum, Jeff Horn, Tony McKiethen, 
Josh Weinstein, David Soman, John Patton, 
Avram Gleitsman, Jordan Symons, Michael 
Lurner, Doug Levine, Jeff Guinzberg, Paul 
Metzger, Ned Fortna. 

Counselors: Danny Post, Ray Ryan. 

Bunk 6, July 1977 

Row 1: Selena Alkon, Rachel Wilen, Lois Ettinger, Jolie 
Parcher, Debbie Weinstat, Jackie Ewenstein, Nancy 
Goler, Gail Lotenberg. 

Row 2: Erica Silverstein, Elizabeth Doree, Margo Pave, 
Jeanne Davis, Debra Rudy, EveCagan, Liz Pressman, 
Julie Schneider, Sandy Zabar, Jane Bendor. 

Row 3: Guzzy, Jean Echemendia, Becca Brooks, Alyssa 
Block. 



Awaiting the entrance of the Mikado. A memorable scene from the Lonesome Train Beth Guinzberg 1 



SHEEP SHEARING 
When you shear a sheep you have to turn it on its 

side to cut the wool off. The sheep accepts the 
shearing after a while. It wiggles to get loose from 
the shearer who holds the sheep down between his 
knees. 

Mr. Fink, a farmer from nearby Poughkeepsie, was 
showing the campers how he cut the wool off his 
sheep. He explained that the wool should be taken 
only once a year, but to make more money some 
farmers do it more often. The average sheep gives 
about seven pounds of wool each shearing. Blankets, 
sweaters, hats and mittens, usually things for winter, 
are made from wool. After shearing the wool must 
be spun into yarn and washed before it is dyed and 

-- * ,*. made into cloth. 
Mr. Fink called me up from the audience and 

asked me to try shearing a sheep. I ran the shears up 
and down the sheep and it rolled off all in one piece 
like a big blanket. The shears jiggled my hand as it 
came off. It's really fun. 

Jeannie Echemendia 

Bunk 5, July 1977 

Row 1: Nancy Spector, Kim Templeton, Robyn Patton, 
Emily Pereira, Nina Sessler, Annette Namaroff, 
Sonia Chalfin, Darin Wacs. 

Row 2: Karen Shein, Sarah Hechtman, Lisa Berman, Valerie 
Thoner, Margo Troutt, Beth Guinzberg, Julie 
Schapiro, Jennie Allen, Meryl Ostrowsky, Judy 
Chaleff, Avi Reibman, Ellen Goldberg, Rona 
Heilweil. 





JEWELRY GLITTERS 

If you are wondering where the hottest place in 
camp is, where the torches are reaching 1500 de- 
grees every day, hammers and mallets are banging, 
where metal i s  being saved and wheels are spinning, 
it can be no other place but the jewelry shop. This is 
the place where people can shout with pride at the 
breaking of their fifteenth saw blade; where people 
can wince in pain after soldering their finger to their 
ring; where a project that starts out to be a ring can 
turn into a beautiful necklace. 

The jewelry shop is run by Leslie and Eve and 
opens every day for business. 

Gil Schwartz 

THE WOOD SHOP 

In the wood shop there are a lot of things you can 
make. The three things that I like best are a do- 
nothing machine, the marionettes and a dollhouse. 

A do-nothing machine i s  so~ething with a handle 
that goes round and round. It is weird but neat. 

The marionettes are fun to make. You can make 
any animal with two legs or more. 

I made a dollhouse for my cousin's birthday. I 
hope she likes it! 

Emily Tobias 

ROMANCE OF THE TRYWOODIE DULCIMERS 

The Stradivarius violin is the most famous and 
expensive in the world. The instrument bears the 
name of the inventor who painstakingly searched 
the forests and marked trees which he felt would 
yield good wood for his violins. In later years when 
the tree matured he would harvest the wood and 
fashion an instrument. It is  this tradition we emulate 
at Trywoodie when we make our dulcimers. Our 
instruments are made from the wooden veneers of 
old doors which is the only wood in camp thin 
enough to take the special shapes without cracking. 
In this way we get wood which has served in the 
protection of Trywoodie Campers in all situations, 
such as bunks, playhouse,canteen, infirmary, dining 
room, office, shops and even in the Main Houst 

As they approach their zenith of service, they are 
retired by maintenance and matured under the 
dining hall where they relax as the vibrations of the 
psyches of those enjoying delicious meals cruise 
through their grains. Because of these experiences 
the natural harmonics of the wood will resonate 
sympathetically with the emotional temperment of 
the player. 

Antonio Stradivarius relied on the quality of the 
wood and the special shape of his violins to produce 
wavelengths which deliver the tone which 
distingushes a Cremona instrument. At Trywoodie 
the tone comes from doorwood which has absorbed 
the love of Trywoodians for years. When you make 
and play a Trywoodie dulcimer this stored loved is 
returned to you measure by measure. 

This year over twenty dulcimers were created in 
our Art Shop under the instruction of Dave Samuel, 
our Director of Art. This brings the total of 
Trywoodie Dulcimers in the world to over fifty since 
we first saw them at the Clearwater Sloop Festival 
several years ago. 

So when you approach a Trywoodie door, knock 
tenderly, enter with reverence and never slam. Do 
not disturb the Wood Gnomes. You may be affecting 
the quality of a future dulcimer. 

Dave Samuel 









Bunk 11, July 1977 

Front: Jonathan Leigh, Mark Greenfield 
Row 2: Bob Rosenberg, Gary Cohen, Ben Berman, David 

Calabro, Paul Birrell, Larry Lepelstat, Warren 
Pugach, Jonathan Symons, Peter Kiok. 

Row 3: Lawal Rafindadi, Scott Anekstein, Chris Duquette, 
Jeff Fisher, Warren Sweeny, Mike Rothenberg, 
Mark Namaroff, Mike Mitchell, David Troutt. 

SLOOP 

This weekend is the annual Poughkeepsie Sloop 
Festival. It is basically a campaign for publicity and 
funds to help clean up the Hudson River. It is a big, 
colorful attraction with music, dancing, arts and 
crafts and many things to eat. 

A hundred years ago sailing ships called sloops 
carried cargo up and down the Hudson and fresh 
water fish were plentiful. The Clearwater Sloop was 

Bunk 13, July 1977 

Row 1: Rudy, Suzanne Goldberg, Renee Allen, Amy Laurie, 
Muffet Edelson. 

Row 2: Susan Ackerman, Eve Weingarten. Erica Shane, 
Jessica Levy, Wendy Cohen, Nanette Moss, Jessica 
Wolfe. 

Row 3: Marcy Victor, Devan Scott, Dana Goldstoff, Robin 
Cooper, Beth Slater, Sara Williams, Jane Lunn, Amy 
Berger, Shelly Habenstreit. 

constructed a few years ago to help commemorate 
the ships of years ago. A group of people, most of 
whom lived in the Hudson Valley, believed that the 

see if they could save the fresh water. 
Trywoodie was invited to the first Sloop Festival 

and has not missed one since. The camp sells fruit 
soup and crafts projects made in Trywoodie shops to 
help make the festival a success. 

Row 1: Lorraine Berkowitz, Llori Bryan, Gwen Stancil, 
Dana Goldstoff. 

Gary Cohen, Ben Berman, Niles Potter, Warren Row 2: Jessica Wolfe, Devan Scott, Susan Ackerman, Nina 
Sweeny, Chris Duquette. Essman, Beth Slater, Jane Lunn. 

Row 3: Bahi Warzazi, Scott Anekstein. Row 3: Muffet Edelson, April Holder, Michele Gordon, 
Row 4: Larry Lepelstat, Dave Marsh. Suzanne Goldberg, Robin Cooper, Rudy. 
Row 5: Danny Nydick, Seth Harris. + .-. .A Row 4: Erica Shane, Julie Schapiro. 



LIFE SAVING ISN'T SINKING 

Advanced Life Saving (ALS) is a course given to 
15-year-olds in camp. To take the course you must 
be at least 15 and have completed the ninth grade. 

The course is  divided into 21 one-hour sessions. 
A textbook is given to the students and a general 
outline issued by the Red Cross is followed. Classes 
are divided into four equal parts: review of the pre- 
vious day's assignment, discussion, demonstration of 
the day's work, and an assignment for the next day. 
At the end of the course a written exam is given, as 
well as a practical exam. 

If you're 15, strong enough to save people bigger 
than yourself, and able to think fast, you are eligible 
to take this valuable course. 

Scott Anekstein 

SCAVENGERS FIND LllTLE GREEN APPLES 

This month teen camp had as one of its evening 
activities a creative scavenger hunt. It was especially 
interesting because it followed a theme: all the 
things that the bunks had to make or find were the 
names of songs. To add to that, one had to be made 
in art, one in clay, one had to be a poem, one had to 
include the whole bunk, and one had to be a 
dramatic presentation. 

One of the choices was "Little Green Apples" and 
Bunk 14 chose to write a poem. I was "volunteered" 
and came up with the following, with one verse for 
each person participating in the presentation. 
Sherry, our counselor, added stage effects by 
pantomiming as we recited: 

Those little green apples right there on the shelf 
Those little green apples there all by themself 
I looked at them hungrily, wanting to eat 
'Cause little green apples you simply can't beat 
I waited and waited while starving to death 
Then crept toward them slowly while holding my breath 
I reached out my hand and then pulled it back 
I wondered .just when I should make the attack 
Those apples, why they were so pretty and green 
They must have been polished, they were just so clean 
I opened my mouth and I closed it again 
I wondered and wondered and wondered just when 
I looked once again and I thought of the taste 
Sometimes those apples can taste just like paste 
I knew that they wouldn't - they would be good 
I knew I should take them and knew that I could 
My stomach was starting to feel just like lead 
If I didn't eat one I knew I'd be dead 
My hand once again went out to the shelf 
One apple I'd take all for myself 
I thought to myself, "Just over my lip" 
I could tell that the apple would be a real pip 
Good to the taste and green to the eye 
An apple to eat or else I would die 
I opened my mouth and then pushed it in 
It was now time for my little din-din 
I bit it and then began having attacks 
Those little green apples were all made of wax! 

Marni Centor 

Photo by Clem Phillips Photo by Peter Betancourt 



Josephine 

"Oh Bliss, 

Maria dreams in  a scene from West Side Story Dance group performs for the Victory Lake Nursing Home 

Ralph Rackstraw 

O h  Rapture" 

Sir Joseph Porter, K.C.B. "I am 

the monarch of the sea!' 

Captain 
"Oh Rapt1 

Little Buttercup 
Ire, oh  Bliss" 

Cousin Hebe "And so do  his 

sisters and his cousins. . ." 

Dick Deadeye "It's a beast of 
a name, ain't it?" 

Boatswain "Attention, lads. 
Here comes the Captain." 



Handcrafted awards by Ira Kirschenbaum for the "hard 
core" backpackers 

MOHONK 

On Thursday July 14, sixteen people from Upper 
Camp including two counselors, Matt and Ira, went 
to Mohonk. Everyone really enjoyed themselves. 
The nice part about it was that everyone became 
much closer and friendlier towards each other. The 
hardest part was "giants workshop" - a cave-like 
structure with many rocks jutting in and out. The 
much-feared "lemon squeeze" turned out to be 
nothing but a big crack in a rock. Still, it was a little 
scary. 

Overall it was a very good trip. 
Avram Gleitsman 

Photo by Amy Gordon 

BACK-PACKING 

In July I did hardly any back-packing. I only went 
to Mohonk once. So in August I decided that this 
month I would spend most of my timewith Outdoor 
Pursuits. Beth Slater and I wound up going on every 
back-packing trip to leave camp. 

We enjoyed climbing Slide Mountain a lot; the 
Appalachian Trail hike was fun but hard! We really 
liked all the backpacking but the van rides were the 
best. 

Robin Cooper 

Last month we planned a three-day hike to Slide 
Mountain. Our plan for the first day was to climb up 
Terrace and Whittenberg, camping on top of 
Whittenberg. The next day we would hike over 
Cornell and Slide, camping at the top of Slide. Then 
we would hike to meet the van on the last day. 

Terrace Mountain was a short but tiring climb. 
After we had eaten a good lunch, we hiked up 
Whittenberg, getting to the top just before dark. 
There was a great view! That night we met two men 
who had come from the other direction. One of 
them pointed out a large and beautiful deer. We 
took some pictures. Then we settled down to dinner. 
After eating we went right to bed because we were 
very tired. In the middle of the night Mike 
Rothenberg got up to go to the bathroom and ran 
into a porcupine eating the garbage. 

The next morning when we awoke it was rainy and 
windy, so we decided to cut the trip short and go 
back the way we came. When we.got back to the 
starting point we were so hungry we ate two day's 
food for lunch. Overall it was a good trip. 

Mike Rothen berg 

"MASS. PEOPLE" SPEAK 

On Thursday morning, August 11, fourteen camp- 
ers set out on a three-day overnight to Massachu- 
setts, accompanied by Rudy, Julie and Mike Mit- 
chell. The first day was mostly relaxation after we 
arrived, except for getting Rudy's car out of the mud. 
The group then took a hike to find a swimming hole. 
We never found it, so we swam in part of a creek 
instead. On the way back, four hikers ran into some 
angry bees and got pretty badly stung. 

The second day it rained, so we couldn't go hiking. 
We decided to spend the day at Shaker Village. 
Everyone had a really great time there. 

The last day we all went hiking at Spruce Hill. The 
group logged five miles. After that we headed for 
the Alpine Slide at Jimminy Peak. It's a cement track 
some 2800 feet down. You have to take a chair-lift up 
and then ride down on a kind of scooter car. It was 
"the best event of the trip." 

True, we didn't do much hiking but it was "the 
best trip ever". The group would like to thank Mike, 
Rudy and Julie for putting up with us. 

Beth Slater & Robin Cooper 



C H O R A L  G R O U P  V I S I T S  S U M M E R  C A M P  

Our Choral Group Leader, Arlene Symons, invited us to v i s i t  Camp Trywoodie, and pro- 
mised we would have an unforgettable day. A bus load of choral group members, plus 
a few friends, led by Edith Miller of Brooklyn Section, l e f t  the Center a t  9:00 A.M. 
Monday, August 8th. We arrived a t  Camp about 11:30 A.M. From the s t a r t  i t  was a 
t r i p  full of surprises. Our driver, Georgi Wallace ("Ponytail " )  was the pret t iest  
one ever. She was a combination of fun and efficiency, and endeared herself to a1 1 
of us. Another pleasure was to see Joel Yaeger (his wheel chair and a l l )  go along 
with us. He managed very well, and did enjoy the day. On arrival a t  the camp, what 
a delight i t  was t o  be greeted by Arlene, playing the accordion, with her bevy of 
youngsters singing and dancing along. Several sweet young ones served as guides 
through workshops, then t o  the recreation room where we stayed for lunch and en- 
joyed the entertainment planned for us. 

The grounds are beautiful, spacious and well cared for. The essence of the entire 
place i s  one of rustic comfort and  ease. On the whole, i t  i s  distinctive and un-  
ique in that the group i s  entirely integrated, about 250 campers, owners, directors, 
and staff seemingly so loving and devoted t o  each other. Their at t i tude ( l i t t l e  
and big) towards their guests was one of solicitude and great regard. 

The lunch provided b y  Council Center was delicious, and a surprise noodle puddinq 

Photo by Rodney McKiethen 







The annual soccer match between U.S. and foreign staff. 
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JOHN LEE IS COOKING 

There is a very special person at Trywoodie whom 
few people know. He is  John Lee, our head cook. He 
has been at camp since 1969, having started as a 
kitchen helper. On May 22 of this year he was told 
that Neville would not be cooking this season, and 
that John would be cooking for the whole camp. 

John is from 22nd Street and 8th Avenue in Man- 
hattan. He learned his trade at Colby State, where he 
received an M.A. in cooking. He is  thecamp "shrink" 
besides, working during his time off, except when he 
goes to the beach. 

John's favorite recipe is a special salad dressing 
which is too expensive to make at camp. His Try- 
woodie choices include fruit soup, banana cake, and 
chocolate cake with chocolate icing, He revealed 
that Lally makes all the menus many of which have 
been tested for over 20 years. She tries to serve only 
camper favorites and rarely adds exotic foods. 

Abby Amsterdam 

The tables are turned for a banquet behind the scenes 
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STAFF 

Philip Art 
Marcel Baugh 
Carol Beck 
Michael Berkowitz 
Kenneth Berman 
Laura Biderman 
Becca Brooks 
Jill Brust 
Eve Cagan 
Stephen Castle 
Boris Chapchal 
Adrianne Cherry 
Keith Crawford 
Ilene Diamond 
Ed DiMaio 
Lance Doughty 
Elizabeth Dowey 
Chris Duquette 
Swayne Duncan 
Pam Evans 
Auroar Felde (Orry) 
Jane Flacks 
Nacy Frane 
Janine Garfinkel 
Miriam Geiger 
Dave & Rima Glaser 
Ed Glynn 
Matthew Goldman 
Steve Goodwin 
Roseanne Gonzalez 
Michael Grief 
Mehmet Guneyli 
Arturo Guzman 
Julia Hammid 
Gay Hanson 
Kim Hanson 
Michael Hart 
Leslie Hart 
Roger Herbert 
David Hodges 
Kevin Hudson 
Wilma Jaffe 
Julie Jordan 
Rudy Jordan 
Ira Kirschenbaum 
Kaushak Koteecha IKumar) 
John Lee 
Patrick LeTexier 
Gail Levinsky 
Steven Levy 

Deanna Leyro 
Jane Lunn 
Olga Martinez 
Mike Mitchell 
Larkin Moore 
Abby Nagel 
Noel Nin 
Leslie Nobler 
Ira Okon 
Meryl Ostrowsky 
Linda Palter 
Danny Parker 
Barbara Patton 
Danny Post 
Sherry Podgorsky 
Neville Phillips 

In sickness and in health, and in health, and in health! 

LEA VING 

I am looking at m y  friends 
We are saying goodbye 
Each i n  their own way, 
Maybe a friendly slap 
or an inside joke or 
some secret gesture 
But none of us wants to go 

Muffet Edelson 

Robina Ramsey 
Regina Reynolds 
Andrew Rosenberg 
Ray Ryan 
Morris & Lally Salz 
Dave & Evelyn Samuel 
Mike Samuel 
Steven Samuel 
Edgar Sanchez 
David Santiago 
Julie Schapiro 
Julie Schneider 
Shelley Seccombe 
Tinya Seeger 
Theresa Smith 
Martha Stewart 
Warren Sweeny 
Mike & Arlene Symons 
Julia Terry 
Valerie Thoner 
Kit-Jeng Tong 
Jill Tubin 
Walter Turkenburg 
Peter Vermeulen 
Marcy Victor 
Eve Weingarten 
Pat West 
Willard White 
Robert Wong 








